ROUGH SETS
The core content of rough sets (RS) theory is the attribute reduction [6] . The related indicators of thermal power plant selection include economic indicators, technical indicators and social indicators. Its main characteristics are informative and indicator redundancy. Using rough sets method to make attribute reduction can help the evaluation model reduce the amount of data to be processed, so as to make the evaluation results more succinct. The initial knowledge expression system of rough sets can be defined as
Where U is domain, D C A   1 and C 1 is condition attribute. D is decision attribute. A, the collection of two constitute, is a nonblank finite attribution set. 
V
a is the range of the attribute of
. f assigns each attribute value in the domain.
The sustain degree from condition attribute 2) The index Sij obeys normal distribution
3) Use coefficient of variation method to determine weights.
For positive indicators: 
Reduction of rough set indicators

The evaluation indexes
According to site construction condition and the characteristics of interval fuzzy number, the paper builds the site selection index system shown in Table1. The purpose of the index system is to balance social, economic and ecological benefits. 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
There are two choices of factory locations A and B, the two sites are about 1 km apart. Site A is about 6.50 km apart from city center, and Site B is about 5.50 km. In the following, the paper will evaluate and optimize the sites, including two alternative A and B and the original site. The author plans to use interval-valued fuzzy number as the basis of research. Provide decision basis for decision makers to choose the appropriate factory. The general idea is as following. Firstly, chooses score result from 15 experts' interval mark for the original address   Then compare each factor and conclude the weight of each factor value. Through the calculating of weight the author finds out the scientific and reasonable land plan for projects. Cope with the 13 effective score and comes out Table 2 . 
